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"Little uncle," Cui Lingyue saw him and began to wave his hand from a distance.

CEN Xirui's face was wearing a simple smile, and his pace quickened. "Yueyue, have
you been here for a long time?"

The girl is beautiful again today. It's exciting to watch.

"No," Cui Lingyue said. Seeing that he was happy, he was also happy. He was
surprised. He didn't talk about big business. How could he laugh so freely?

CEN Xirui sat down, "did you order?"

"Not yet," Cui Lingyue took the tablet and rowed it from the beginning to the end. He
was ordering a steak. He heard the waiter's polite introduction: "today our restaurant
focuses on a couple's set meal. Do you have any intention?"

"A couple set meal?" Cui Lingyue's face rippled with a smile. She held her small face
in her hands and looked at Cen Xirui with a smile

She ended with a few bends, coquetry means very strong, listening to lingering and
sentimental.

CEN Xirui bent his lower lip and took the tablet: "what do I see next?"

The waiter went to help him find out: "this is very suitable for both of you."

CEN Xirui nodded: "that's it."

Soon the red wine is poured, the steak is served, and the juice and desserts are very
delicate.

Cui Ling read a taste, feel delicious, and recommended to Cen Xirui: "you try, this
dessert."
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CEN Xirui took a bite from the good and said, "it's OK."

In the next hour, Cui Lingyue and Cen Xirui drank a large bottle of red wine.

After leaving the hotel, they were both slightly drunk by the night wind. Cui Lingyue
took Cen Xirui's arm and looked at him with his small face and eyes: "little uncle, will
you take me home?"

The girl's eyelashes are very long and her eyes are dark. When she looks at him like
this, there seems to be a pool of water in it.

In the light of the night, it is especially gentle and moving.

CEN Xirui rolled his throat and nodded: "OK."

Cui Lingyue bought two bedrooms a year ago. She bought them with her own money
half a year ago.

She doesn't want her family to interfere in her life. The first thing she has to do is to be
financially independent.

Although without the support of her family, she can't spend as much money as a
famous lady, but she feels secure in such a life.

Just like she is fighting for her own love, slowly, little by little, capture the man's heart.

Since Cui Lingyue moved here, cen Xirui has been collecting articles and columns in
advance

1. Kick the scum man, she and the rich and poor

Zhou Yunxi suddenly put on a dog blood dregs cheap text.

The original owner gave the man two daughters, but he didn't get a marriage certificate.
He tried to give birth to a third child until he gave birth to a son.

Zhou Yunxi was wearing it at the moment when he decided to have a relationship with
the man.

Zhou Yunxi

Sorry, this kind of dog man who love who want, first kick again.



Turn around to look at the perverse, irascible and ruthless rich family.

Someone asked Zhou Yunxi: aren't you afraid?

Zhou Yunxi: the man who remoulds himself can rest assured with it.

That night, Zhou Yunxi was pressed on the door panel. The man's eyes were sinister
and arrogant, and his fingers hooked her chin: how are you going to use me? Huh?

2. The fairy after 80

In 2000, the high school campus was crying "the first snow in 2002, a little later than
the time when I went back and forth", "a cup of Erguotou choked tears", "this is the
best punishment for impulse"

Most of the young men and women who have been cultivated by Gu Huo Zi are hot
tempered. They scold when they speak, work when they start, and drink when they
raise their glasses!

Su Xue returns to senior one, she will never follow that big guy around crazy, her
slogan is: study hard, save the world!

The boy, leaning against the column, is lazy and has no bones all over his body. There
is a bruise on the corner of his mouth. He smiles very badly and raises eyebrows with
her: "by the way, save me!"

In the last life, sun YanXu fought with others for her and entered the juvenile detention
center. After she came out, she was forced by her parents to marry the rich second
generation and was killed by domestic violence.

Sun YanXu became a devil for her, which made everyone uneasy.

In this life, she wants to stay away from him from the beginning, just for their own
well-being.

3. Vampire's little wife

A vaccine accident, Yin Li gene mutation, every day to rely on blood to survive.

He was eccentric and aloof, keeping a distance from everyone, but he didn't exclude
Zhou ChuChu who insisted on bringing him breakfast every day.

Zhou ChuChu was only gentle to him, if not one day he showed his tusks.



Born again, Zhou ChuChu made up his mind to keep calm when Yin Li exposed his
tusks for the first time, and told him that she liked his sharp teeth.

In the last life, he was regarded as a monster. When she resisted, she was treated as a
hostage. There was no accident. He took her body and killed her. The whole city
became a blood city.

In this life, she must prevent that kind of thing from happening again.
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